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1 Friday

8pm Washington Week
Episode 1
8:30pm Expressions
(WSKG)
Jamie Willard Part 1
9pm The Great American
Recipe
The Daily Dish
Bring your appetites as the
nine remaining home cooks
share their favorite go-to
quick meals and the dishes
that always win over a crowd.
Get ready for everything from
mouth-watering shrimp tacos
to a spicy sriracha pasta.
10pm American Anthems
Pocket Change
Ashley Ruiz is a "hope
dealer," dedicating herself to
paying for people's laundry in
low-income communities. This
inspires Lee Brice to create a
celebratory mid-tempo guitar
jam that he debuts to a lively
group of Ashley's friends and
family.
10:30pm Antiques
Roadshow Recut
Bonanzaville, Part 2
Travel to the Midwest-and
back in time-in this half-hour
RECUT at Bonanzaville.
Highlights include Coca-Cola
original advertising art, a Dr.
Seuss book, ca. 1940, and a
Nicolai Fechin portrait of a
young boy. One is $15,000-

$25,000!
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 1
12am BBC World News
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover
Episode 1

2 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
The Incident at Cooper Hill
Mysterious lights are seen in
the sky over famous UFO hotspot Cooper Hill. When a
local forest ranger suffers a
strange death, the visiting
UFO spotters are convinced
aliens are responsible. DCI
Barnaby and DS Nelson
unearth suspicions, betrayals,
and long-buried secrets in
their search for the truth,
centering on the nearby RAF
base, including events going
back over 20 years when
secret research was
conducted on aerial spying
equipment, and there were
secret affairs between
villagers and RAF personnel.
Guest stars Lee Armstrong
(Call The Midwife) and Alison
Steadman (Gavin & Stacey).
9pm Father Brown
The Red Death
Sir Charles Hakeworth is
garrotted at a New Year's Eve
masked ball held at Montague
Hall by Lord "Monty" and
Lady Felicia Montague. A
death threat, stating that the
Red Death was coming, had
already led to Inspector
Mallory closing the estate,
trapping the killer. Father
Brown with the aid of Mrs

McCarthy, Sid, and Bunty
look to discover the killer from
four people who knew
Hakeworth would be present;
his wife, his doctor, Bunty's
friend Ruth Moulton, and
Robert, Earl of Finchmore
whose father committed
suicide after Hakeworth's
adulterous affair with Robert's
mother. Father Brown sees a
figure in a red mask escaping
after stabbing Moulton. Lady
Felicia, unhappy with her
marriage, has a decision to
make when a one-way airline
ticket to New York arrives
from Flambeau.
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites
Guest Stars: Steve Lawrence,
Dick Martin (Rowan &
Martin's Laugh-In). Highlights:
Dick Martin is the town gigolo
on "As The Stomach Turns;"
an eye-popping spoof of
"Sunset Boulevard" (with the
first of many times Carol
would play the demented
Nora Desmond, and Harvey
as her butler Max); Steve (ala
Groucho) as a Presidential
advisor; and parodies of
"Some Like It Hot" "Tea and
Sympathy." Steve sings
"Losing My Mind" Carol and
Vickie as competing airline
agents. Also include a salute
to Disney (with Carol as Peter
Pan); Carol and Steve sing
songs that lost Best Song at
the Oscars.
11pm The Cafe
Diminishing Returns
11:30pm Austin City Limits
Foo Fighters Rock Austin City

Limits
Enjoy highlights from
superstar rock band Foo
Fighters' 2009 and 2015
episodes of Austin City Limits.
Songs include "The
Pretender" and "Best of You."
12:30am Poetry In America
"This Is Just to Say" - William
Carlos Williams
Just 28 words and mimicking
the form of a refrigerator note,
is "This is Just to Say" simply
the short apology it pretends
to be, or something more
subtle and passiveaggressive? Join actor John
Hodgman, poet and physician
Rafael Campo, poet Jane
Hirshfield, a chorus of
couples, and New as they
consider what may or may not
lie beneath the surface of
William Carlos Williams's brief
tribute to marital relations-and the savor of plums.

3 Sunday

8pm Hotel Portofino
Invitations
Lucian and his friend, Nish,
run into trouble with Danioni's
Blackshirts. Constance is
encouraged to make more of
her appearance by the hotel's
most worldly guest, Claudine
Pascal, while Bella throws a
tea party for the locals.
9pm Endeavour On
Masterpiece
Season 8: Terminus
In the cold of Winter, the team
is called to investigate the
violent killing of an Oxford
college don. Thursday
receives news that creates
tension at home.

11pm Luna & Sophie
Belly Up
One morning, fish farmer
Stefan Malchow looks at his
fish pond in shock. Every
single trout is dead. A few
moments later, so is he.
12am Hotel Portofino
Invitations
Lucian and his friend, Nish,
run into trouble with Danioni's
Blackshirts. Constance is
encouraged to make more of
her appearance by the hotel's
most worldly guest, Claudine
Pascal, while Bella throws a
tea party for the locals.

4 Monday

8pm A Capitol Fourth 2022
Celebrate our country's 246th
birthday with the 42nd
anniversary broadcast of
America's Independence Day
celebration for our entire
nation.
9:30pm A Capitol Fourth
2022
Celebrate our country's 246th
birthday with the 42nd
anniversary broadcast of
America's Independence Day
celebration for our entire
nation.
11:05pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 2
12:05am BBC World News
12:35am The David
Rubenstein Show: Peer to
Peer Conversations
Jeff Bezos

5 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots
All in the Family
Radio host Joe Madison

receives startling family news,
and series host Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. learns his own DNA
story. Also features the
"Finding Your Roots: The
Seedlings" STEM Camp, with
science and history inspiring
the next generation.
9pm America Outdoors with
Baratunde Thurston
Death Valley: Life Blooms
Baratunde explores the
hottest place on Earth and
finds it is remarkably full of
life. Meet an ultra-marathoner
who runs in the brutal heat of
summer, the mayor of a town
of one, and an elder of the
Timbisha Shoshone tribe.
10pm The Great Muslim
American Road Trip
Life Is A Highway: Chicago to
Joplin, Missouri
Join Mona Haydar and
husband Sebastian Robins as
they drive the first leg of
Route 66 and discover
America's Muslim roots, a
history that goes back to
the1800s. Along the way, the
young couple experience
some tests in their
relationship.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 3
12am BBC World News
12:30am Getting Dot Older
Host Roberto Mighty
interviews Baby Boomers and
invites viewers in. We meet
Paul, the Veteran; Bert, the
professor; Joe & Martha, the
artists; Mary, the pilot; Guest
Expert: Dr. Halima Amjad,
Alzheimer's Specialist, Johns

Hopkins Medical School.

6 Wednesday

8pm The Green Planet
Tropical Worlds
Sir David Attenborough takes
a plant's-eye view of life in a
rainforest, a world of stunning
beauty but also fierce
competition. New film
techniques allow us to enter
their magical world as never
before.
9pm Nova
NOVA Universe Revealed:
Age of Stars
In this five-part series, NOVA
delves into the vastness of
space to capture moments of
high drama when the universe
changed forever. State-of-theart animation gives us
astonishing, photorealistic
glimpses of the birth of a star
in a stellar nursery, the chaos
created as two galaxies
collide, and the power of a
supermassive black hole as it
flings a star across space so
violently that it's still traveling
10 million years later.
10pm Expedition with Steve
Backshall
Kamchatka: Expedition
Grizzly River
Join Steve Backshall on the
Kamchatka peninsula as he
takes on white water so
extreme it has never been
attempted. In the pristine
wilderness, Steve and his
team explore an area packed
with more brown bears than
almost anywhere else on the
planet.
11pm Amanpour and
Company

Episode 4
12am BBC World News
12:30am Articulate with Jim
Cotter
Of Page and Stage
SARAH RUHL: SHE RUHLS
The works of playwright
Sarah Ruhl rewrite history,
and document tragedies from
her own life. MICHELLE
DORRANCE: STEP BY STEP
Michelle Dorrance is an
embodiment of the history of
tap dance- a uniquely
American art form. RALPH
STEADMAN: GODFATHER
OF GONZO Along with
Hunter S. Thompson, Ralph
Steadman is the Godfather of
Gonzo journalism- a famous
irreverent form.

7 Thursday

8pm As Time Goes By
Lionel and Jean meet again
by accident after 38 years.
Each has been married but is
now alone. There is a
possibility that they could get
together again, but 38 years
is a long time and many
things have changed.
8:30pm As Time Goes By
Although 38 years ago Lionel
and Jean were young and in
love, any thoughts of
rekindling the romance seem
absurd. They have made
vague promises to keep in
touch, but there is some
doubt as to whether they
really will.
9pm Packed to the Rafters
Out of Left Field
Carbo's mother Rita arrives
from Lesbos to stay for six
weeks with Artemis, the 18-

year-old daughter of her best
friend. Despite Ben and
Melissa's insinuations that
this may be a romantic set-up,
Carbo sees Artie like a little
sister.
10pm Broadchurch
Episode 4
The aftershocks of Danny's
murder continue to ripple
through the town, as friends
and neighbors' lives come
under scrutiny. Beth and Mark
decide to take matters into
their own hands to get news
of Danny's murder into the
newspapers.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 5
12am BBC World News
12:30am Tell Me More with
Kelly Corrigan
Dr. Gawande

8 Friday

8pm Washington Week
Episode 2
8:30pm Expressions
(WSKG)
Jamie Willard Part 2
9pm The Great American
Recipe
Love Language
Join us in the kitchen as the
remaining eight cooks share
favorite comfort foods and a
dish inspired by a loved one.
From first date cuisine to
sentimental recipes passed
down through generations,
love is definitely in the air.
10pm American Anthems
Soldier On All Fours
Decorated veteran Jason
Johnson's Project K-9 Hero
saves retired military and

police dogs from being
euthanized. The War and
Treaty's Michael, who is also
a veteran, and Tanya Trotter
perform a soulful power ballad
honoring Jason and his hero
dogs.
10:30pm Antiques
Roadshow Recut
Winterthur Museum, Part 1
Watch ROADSHOW's firstever visit to Delaware in this
half-hour RECUT with
incredible appraisals including
Broadway costume sketches,
a Tiffany diamond pendant,
and a 1923 Frank
Schoonover oil painting.
Learn which is $125,000!
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 6
12am BBC World News
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover
Episode 2

9 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
The Incident at Cooper Hill
Mysterious lights are seen in
the sky over famous UFO hotspot Cooper Hill. When a
local forest ranger suffers a
strange death, the visiting
UFO spotters are convinced
aliens are responsible. DCI
Barnaby and DS Nelson
unearth suspicions, betrayals,
and long-buried secrets in
their search for the truth,
centering on the nearby RAF
base, including events going
back over 20 years when
secret research was
conducted on aerial spying
equipment, and there were

secret affairs between
villagers and RAF personnel.
Guest stars Lee Armstrong
(Call The Midwife) and Alison
Steadman (Gavin & Stacey).
9pm Father Brown
The Menace of
Mephistopheles
Phillip Darlington is stabbed
to death and Inspector
Mallory arrests his son
Lawrence after finding a knife
in his bedroom; a knife
Sergeant Goodfellow saw
Mallory plant. Goodfellow
after confronting Mallory
seeks Father Brown's help
who with Sid Carter discover
Mallory's wife and children
are missing complicating
matters. Darlington's
daughter, Arabella, also
returns home from Oxford
having just married that
weekend. Brother and sister
claim they slept all night; the
brother in the house and the
sister with her new husband
in Oxford. A stolen car and a
man, known to Sid's prison
contacts, Mallory wronged ten
years ago has returned for
retribution.
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites
Guest Star: Ben Vereen
(Pippin; Roots). Highlights
include: Tim & Carol as a
couple remembering a friend
who has died; Ben performs a
musical number, "If You
Believe" (from "The Wiz");
Ben plays a divorce lawyer
being courted in a restaurant
by a bickering couple (Carol,
Harvey); another episode of

"As The Stomach Turns" and
Carol and Ben salute
composer Harold Arlen ("Over
The Rainbow," "My Mama
Done Told Me," "Get Happy,"
"I've Got The World On a
String").
11pm The Cafe
Connection Failure
11:30pm Austin City Limits
Sarah Jarosz/Billy Strings
Savor the boundary-pushing
roots music of Grammy
winners Sarah Jarosz and
Billy Strings. Texas native
Jarosz plays songs from her
heralded LP World on the
Ground. Midwesterner Strings
performs tunes from his
album Renewal.
12:30am Poetry In America
Whitman
In 1855 Walt Whitman
declared "The United States
themselves are essentially the
greatest poem." Poetry In
America celebrates the 200th
anniversary of Walt
Whitman's birth with Supreme
Court Justice Elena Kagan,
playwright Tony Kushner,
poets Mark Doty and Marilyn
Chin, and a chorus of
National Student Poets,
discussing Whitman's
powerful and timeless work.

10 Sunday

8pm Hotel Portofino
Uncoverings
Nish has an epiphany as he
and Lucian escape arrest at
Danioni's behest. Constance
catches Lucian's eye on a
boat trip but sees more than
she bargained for in return.
Bella stands up to Danioni,

who hands over a
compromising letter to her
husband.
9pm Grantchester On
Masterpiece
Season 7, Episode 1
When a dead body is found
on a local estate, Will and
Geordie find themselves
investigating stories of lost
love and family inheritance in
an attempt to uncover the
killer.
10pm Cobra
Episode 1
The Prime Minister
assembles the emergency
committee "COBRA" to
respond to a potentially
explosive situation in Kent.
11pm Luna & Sophie
Foul Play
When Potsdam 01's youth
league soccer coach is
murdered, Luna and Sophie
get a glimpse into the fiercely
contentious world of women's
soccer.
12am Hotel Portofino
Uncoverings
Nish has an epiphany as he
and Lucian escape arrest at
Danioni's behest. Constance
catches Lucian's eye on a
boat trip but sees more than
she bargained for in return.
Bella stands up to Danioni,
who hands over a
compromising letter to her
husband.

11 Monday

8pm Antiques Roadshow
American Stories
Celebrate the collective
history of our country through
personal accounts behind

standout treasures like a
Navajo belt, bracelet &
basket, a WWI peach can
label letter, and James
McNeill Whistler artwork.
Which is now valued at
$165,000-$250,000?
9pm The Flood of '35
(Wskg)
On Sunday evening, July 7,
1935, the skies north of the
Southern Tier of New York
State opened up. Winner of
two New York State Emmy
Awards, The Flood of '35
utilizes rare film footage,
hundreds of photographs and
first-person accounts to tell
the story of that horrible night
and the days that followed,
days that changed lives and
the Southern Tier forever.
10pm POV
Wuhan Wuhan
With unprecedented access in
a period of pandemic
lockdown, Wuhan Wuhan
documents February and
March 2020 in Wuhan where
the coronavirus was first
discovered. Going beyond the
statistics and salacious
headlines, frontline medical
workers, patients, and
ordinary citizens put a human
face on the early days of the
mysterious virus as they
grapple with an invisible,
deadly killer.
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 7
12:30am History with David
Rubenstein
Susan E. Rice
Ambassador Rice discusses

her time serving on the
frontlines of American
diplomacy and national
security. She also talks about
her surprising family history
and other pivotal moments in
her career, including her time
as National Security Advisor
to President Barack Obama
and U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations.

12 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots
Grandparents and Other
Strangers
Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
helps actor Andy Samberg
and author George R. R.
Martin answer some family
mysteries when DNA
detective work uncovers new
branches of their family trees.
The DNA analysis upends
family history and reveals new
relatives.
9pm America Outdoors with
Baratunde Thurston
Idaho: Tied to the Land
Baratunde ventures into the
wilds of Idaho to explore its
evolving outdoor culture. He
finds ranchers and
backcountry pilots sharing the
wilderness with newly
resettled refugees and sees
how climate change is
impacting an age-old salmon
fishery.
10pm The Great Muslim
American Road Trip
A Bridge Over Troubled
Waters: Tulsa to
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Mona Haydar and Sebastian
Robins learn why many
African Americans converted

to Islam, how Muslims
excelled in modern jazz and
why Catholics and Muslims
revere the Virgin Mary. The
couple celebrate their ninth
anniversary on a
mountaintop.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 8
12am BBC World News
12:30am Getting Dot Older
Host Roberto Mighty
intimately interviews Baby
Boomers and invites viewer
participation. We meet
Charles, the sculptor & cyclist;
Karen, the drummer prt2;
Michael, the golfer; Cori, the
martial artist prt2; Guest
Expert: Dr. Lesley Fernow,
Geriatrician.

13 Wednesday

8pm The Green Planet
Water Worlds
Sir David Attenborough
discovers bizarre and
beautiful water plants, which
use nature's super-glue,
counting, and killer spikes to
get a leaf up. Some escape
from animals by rolling away
while others create bubbles in
a magical river in Brazil.
9pm Nova
Ultimate Space Telescope
Explore the dramatic story of
NASA's James Webb Space
Telescope-the most ambitious
observatory ever launchedthrough a series of highstakes milestones, from its
conception to completion.
10pm Expedition with Steve
Backshall
Saudi Arabia: Expedition

Volcanic Underworld
Follow Steve on a mission to
explore an unmapped
volcanic underworld in search
of the longest lava tube in
Arabia. On this expedition,
Steve and his team start their
journey at the ancient city of
Hegra, where secrets lie
waiting to be uncovered.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 9
12am BBC World News
12:30am Articulate with Jim
Cotter
Patricia Racette Concert
Show
PATRICIA RACETTE:
ENCHANTING THE MUSE
On the next Articulate, we
explore the life and art of
Patricia Racette- a supremely
talented singer and storyteller.

14 Thursday

8pm As Time Goes By
Jean and Lionel have now
established a vague, uneasy
friendship. Does this give
them enough common ground
on which they can build a new
relationship?
8:30pm As Time Goes By
After spending a day visiting
old haunts together, Lionel
departs London to give a
lecture. Jean is persuaded by
her daughter to pay him a
surprise visit. It is Jean who
is surprised when she finds
Lionel with one Denise on his
arm.
9pm Packed to the Rafters
Blurring The Lines
Artie is preparing for her first
day of work at the boat club

with Ben. Carbo, who's aware
of his romantic feelings for
her, is happy with her choice
of job - after all, how much
trouble can she get into under
the watchful eye of Ben?
10pm Broadchurch
Episode 5
As Hardy and Ellie come
under fire, the people of
Broadchurch start to turn
against each other. Will a vital
new piece of evidence lead
Ellie and Hardy to the killer?
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 10
12am BBC World News
12:30am Tell Me More with
Kelly Corrigan
Scott Galloway

15 Friday

8pm Washington Week
Episode 3
8:30pm Expressions
(WSKG)
Sarah Harmer Part 1
9pm The Great American
Recipe
Moveable Feasts
Get ready to grab and go as
the remaining seven cooks
prepare handheld treats and
the ultimate in outdoor dining.
From picnics to tailgating to
poolside, everyone has a
delicious dish that tastes like
sunshine and fun.
10pm American Anthems
Let The Words Come Out
Country star Lindsay Ell
bonds with Greta McClain
over their shared sexual
assault tragedies. With
Kristian Bush, Lindsay crafts
and performs an electric

country rock anthem that
Greta can use as a fight song
in her mission of caring.
10:30pm Antiques
Roadshow Recut
Winterthur Museum, Part 2
Discover Delaware treasures
in this half-hour RECUT, such
as a NASA Apollo space suit,
ca. 1969, a Samuel Yellin
light fixture, ca. 1910, and a
1968 Warhol Campbell's
Soup can screenprint. Which
is valued at $50,000?
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 11
12am BBC World News
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover
Episode 3

16 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
Breaking The Chain
An international cycling
competition comes to the
Midsomer village of Burwood
Mantle. When the race leader
is murdered, DCI Barnaby
and DS Nelson find
themselves drawn into a
ruthlessly competitive world of
blackmail, bribery and
bloodshed where winning
comes at any cost. Guest
stars Hari Dhillon (This Is Us)
and Edward Akrout (Mr.
Selfridge).
9pm Father Brown
The Vipers Tongue
Walter Penmark is found
burnt to death in a locked
room after receiving a
warning, in latin, IGNIS
meaning fire. Peggy Langdon
is also murdered by a block of

ice after receiving a warning,
GRANDO meaning Hail. Mrs
McCarthy receives a warning,
FAMES meaning starvation.
Father Brown and Sid
investigate to save Mrs
McCarthy's life, that Walter
Penmark's wife had
committed suicide and had
been the subject of domestic
violence, gossip, and advice
from Mrs McCarthy to give up
her lover, a local fireman. Her
sister, Ruby Nellins, had
returned from America for her
funeral and stayed on in
Kembleford to run a business.
A business an entrepreneur
was trying to buy along with
Peggy Langdon's home and
properties owned by Walter
Penmark.
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites
Guest Stars: James Garner,
George Carlin, Ken Berry.
Highlights include: a doctor
(guest Ken Berry) about to
take a trip to Hawaii gets a
going-away gift from his
patients (Carol, Vicki, Tim and
guest James Garner) but their
neuroses ruin the festivities;
guest George Carlin spoofs
record offer advertisements; a
recurring series of sketches of
a construction worker (Tim)
seeking several ways to try to
get rid of his wife (Carol); Ken
and Vicki perform "My Cutie's
Due at Two-to-Two Today"
with the dancers; a dentist
(Carol) wreaks revenge on
her ex-husband (George)
who's her patient; Carol and
James as a couple trying to

breaking up; and the musical
finale about two penniless
bums (Carol and Ken).
11pm The Cafe
There Were Three in the Bed
11:30pm Austin City Limits
Brandy Clark/Charley
Crockett
Delight in the throwback
country music of Brandy Clark
and Charley Crockett.
Nashville-based hit songwriter
Clark performs cuts from her
highly acclaimed Your Life is
a Record. Lone Star native
Crockett plays tunes from his
album Music City U.S.A.
12:30am Poetry In America
The Wound Dresser

17 Sunday

8pm Hotel Portofino
Discoveries
The police search for the
missing heirloom, and
suspicion falls on an absent
guest and the bellhop, Billy,
who has also hidden political
pamphlets at Nish's behest.
The search culminates in a
confrontation between Cecil
and Jack.
9pm Grantchester On
Masterpiece
Season 7, Episode 2
Will and Geordie investigate
the death of a cleaning brand
owner who died in curious
circumstances. Their
investigation leads them to
discover his private life is less
spotless than the pristine
image his family presented to
the public.
10pm Cobra
Episode 2
A fresh wave of disaster

further paralyzes the clean-up
operation. Sutherland is left
red faced and demanding
answers.
11pm Luna & Sophie
A Grave Mistake
The investigation into the
murder of fertility specialist
Dr. Deusser confronts the
detectives with the difficult
situation faced by childless
couples.
12am Hotel Portofino
Discoveries
The police search for the
missing heirloom, and
suspicion falls on an absent
guest and the bellhop, Billy,
who has also hidden political
pamphlets at Nish's behest.
The search culminates in a
confrontation between Cecil
and Jack.

18 Monday

8pm Antiques Roadshow
Meadow Brook Hall, Hour
Three
Magnificent Michigan
treasures shine at Meadow
Brook Hall, including a Civil
War presentation sword and
portrait; Danny Lyon Civil
Rights posters; and a copy of
"The First Men in the Moon"
signed by Neil Armstrong.
One is $40,000-$50,000.
8:55pm Seasons at the Lake
(Wskg)
In 1869, James and Elvira
Scott purchased a farmhouse
and 98 acres of farmland on
what was called Sand Pond in
upstate New York. The two
moved in and within a year
began boarding visitors at
their spacious lake farm

house. Today, nearly 150
years later, many area
families still venture to the
crystal clear waters of what is
now known as Oquaga Lake
near the Village of Deposit
and the remaining Scott?s
Family Resort.
10pm POV
Manzanar, Diverted: When
Water Becomes Dust
Three communities intersect,
sharing histories of forced
removal - Japanese
Americans who were
incarcerated at the Manzanar
WWII concentration camp,
Native Americans who were
forced from these lands, and
ranchers turned
environmentalists, who were
bought out by the LA
Department of Water and
Power. How do they come
together in the present
moment to defend their land
and water from Los Angeles?
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 12
12am BBC World News
12:30am History with David
Rubenstein
John Dickerson
John Dickerson delves into
the history of presidential
campaigns in the United
States, focusing on some of
the best stories of memorable
moments from past election
runs.

19 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots
Secrets & Lies
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps
actors Sigourney Weaver,

Justina Machado and Amy
Ryan unearth surprising
revelations about their family
histories, forever altering how
they see themselves.
9pm America Outdoors with
Baratunde Thurston
La: Its A Vibe
Baratunde explores his
adopted hometown of Los
Angeles to learn how
Angelinos connect with the
outdoors in their sprawling
city. Meet kayakers saving a
polluted river and Black
surfers claiming their place on
the waves.
10pm The Great Muslim
American Road Trip
Back on the Road Again:
Arizona, Nevada, California
Mona Haydar and Sebastian
Robins meet setbacks and
surprises while driving the last
leg of Route 66. They learn
about a 16th-century Muslim
explorer and a Syrian camel
driver who surveyed Route 66
and find an unlikely Muslim
village in Las Vegas.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 13
12am BBC World News
12:30am Getting Dot Older
Host Roberto Mighty
interviews Baby Boomers and
invites viewer participation.
We meet Regge, the
professor; Mike, the Cattle
Rancher prt2; Jeanne, the
mountain biker; Joe & Martha,
the artists prt2; Guest Expert:
Polly-Young Eisendrath,
Psychotherapist.

20 Wednesday

8pm The Green Planet
Seasonal Worlds
Sir David Attenborough
reveals the surprising and
dramatic effects of the four
seasons on plant life. In order
to survive the huge
challenges each season
presents, plants must use
strategy, deception and
remarkable feats of
engineering.
9pm Nova
NOVA Universe Revealed:
Milky Way
10pm Expedition with Steve
Backshall
Kyrgyzstan: Expedition
Mountain Ghost
Travel to Kyrgyzstan with
Steve as he searches for
snow leopards, one of the
world's most endangered
species. If evidence of snow
leopards breeding in the
Djangart valley is found,
Steve and his team hope to
turn it into a protected nature
reserve.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 14
12am BBC World News
12:30am Articulate with Jim
Cotter
What Matters Most
MARINA BENJAMIN GOES
ALL IN Marina Benjamin
writes to parse the questions
that loom largest in her life.
It's a self-examination, yes.
But never self-obsession.
STEFAN SAGMEISTER: THE
PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
AND BEAUTY Stefan
Sagmeister has spent the

past 40-odd years
demonstrating how graphic
design can make even the
most abstract ideas tangible.
And he does it with his own
unique style- his own idiom.
DONALD NALLY: VOICE OF
REASON Donald Nally,
conductor of the
groundbreaking chamber
choir, The Crossing, doesn't
just want audiences to listenhe wants them to think. And,
about real-world issues and
events.

21 Thursday

8pm As Time Goes By
Relations have turned quite
frosty between them since
Jean has found Lionel in the
company of another woman.
Alistair, Lionel's agent, has
become keen on Jean. Jean
responds to his attentions as
a way of getting back at
Lionel.
8:30pm As Time Goes By
Judy, Jean's daughter, is
besotted with Lionel while
Alistair is smitten with Jean.
Lionel and Jean are flattered
by the attention but feel it
must sop. They plan a picnic
with the Judy and Alistair in
hopes that the two of them
will hit it off together.
9pm Packed to the Rafters
First Instinct
The Rafters throw a surprise
party for Dave's mum, Chel,
who is swept up in the family
history and moved by the love
shown to her. But clouds are
gathering. Meanwhile, Carbo
works hard to fan the flames
of his relationship with Artie.

10pm Broadchurch
Episode 6
The town of Broadchurch
comes together to mourn. In
doing so, a new suspect in
the murder of Danny Latimer
comes to light. Meanwhile,
Beth and Mark turn to local
vicar Paul - can he help them
move on?
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 15
12am BBC World News
12:30am Tell Me More with
Kelly Corrigan
David Byrne

22 Friday

8pm Washington Week
Episode 4
8:30pm Expressions
(WSKG)
Sarah Harmer Part 2
9pm The Great American
Recipe
Party on a Plate
Get ready to party as the six
remaining home cooks share
their favorite special occasion
and holiday recipes. From
modern takes on classic
gourmet fare to old-time
family recipes filled with love
and memories, it's a special
night in the barn.
10pm American Anthems
Make Tomorrow Come Today
Singer Ruston Kelly meets
Melissa Smith, who runs a
performing arts program
supporting intellectually
disabled adults. Bonding over
their pasts, Ruston writes a
ballad celebrating Melissa's
work and the good we can do
when we realize our purpose.

10:30pm Antiques
Roadshow Recut
Crocker Art Museum, Part 1
Head to California's Crocker
Art Museum for a bite-sized
RECUT, including appraisals
like a Coca-Cola neon clock,
a Klingenthal violin & bow, ca.
1920, and 1934 Babes in
Toyland stop-motion
animation soldiers. Which is
$50,000-$75,000?
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 16
12am BBC World News
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover
Episode 4

23 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
Breaking The Chain
An international cycling
competition comes to the
Midsomer village of Burwood
Mantle. When the race leader
is murdered, DCI Barnaby
and DS Nelson find
themselves drawn into a
ruthlessly competitive world of
blackmail, bribery and
bloodshed where winning
comes at any cost. Guest
stars Hari Dhillon (This Is Us)
and Edward Akrout (Mr.
Selfridge).
9pm Father Brown
The Requiem for the Dead
Ned Hannigan, a notorious
child killer, is found dead in
the woods after serving 14
years for confessing to the
murder of his childhood
girlfriend 14 year old Maggie
Banks who was besotted with
him. Inspector Mallory arrests

Maggie's mother after finding
fingerprint evidence. Maggie's
father, John, had already
attacked Hannigan and her
brother, Daniel, had visited
him, both now adults, just
before his release from
prison. Hannigan had never
revealed where the body was.
Father Brown wonders why
Hannigan returned to
Kembleford and who he was
meeting and his only clue in
his prison bag was a wooden
symbol of the star system
Gemini..
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites
Guest Star: Family show with
Tim Conway. Highlights of
this season-finale "family
show" with Tim Conway
becoming part of the cast
include: Eunice and Mama
visit Ed at the hardware store
in "The Family;" Carol sings
"When Your Lover Has Gone"
in the shower, and duets with
Vicki on a medley of lullabies;
and Tim as the world's oldest
living clock maker.
11pm The Cafe
Time and Tide
11:30pm Austin City Limits
The Raconteurs/Black Pumas
Enjoy 60 minutes of soulful
rock & roll with the
Raconteurs and Black
Pumas. Nashville's
Raconteurs spotlight their
album "Help Us Stranger, "
while Austin's Black Pumas
perform tunes from their selftitled debut.
12:30am Poetry In America
Looking for the Gulf Motel

24 Sunday

8pm Hotel Portofino
Denouements
The mystery of the missing
heirloom is resolved as Cecil
makes a surprising discovery
about Danioni. Lucian
acknowledges his true
feelings until a secret from
Constance's past is unveiled,
forcing him to decide on his
prospective engagement to
Rose.
9pm Grantchester On
Masterpiece
Season 7, Episode 3
A vagrant's death leads Will
and Georgie to investigate
two previous similar unsolved
cases as a possible killer is
targeting the homeless.
10pm Cobra
Episode 3
As questions are asked about
the Prime Minister's personal
life, Anna seeks the help of
intelligence chief Eleanor
James. A new threat rears its
head as public sentiment
grows ever turbulent.
11pm Luna & Sophie
The Confession
Kiosk owner Till Drewke is
shot during an armed robbery.
But is everything really as it
seems? It looks as though
nothing was stolen.
12am Hotel Portofino
Denouements
The mystery of the missing
heirloom is resolved as Cecil
makes a surprising discovery
about Danioni. Lucian
acknowledges his true
feelings until a secret from
Constance's past is unveiled,

forcing him to decide on his
prospective engagement to
Rose.

25 Monday

8pm Antiques Roadshow
Ca' d'Zan - Hour Two
Head to Ca' d'Zan to discover
treasures that are fitting for a
celebration of "The Greatest
Show on Earth," like an 1866
Otto Georgi painting, an
Augsburg silver Kiddush cup
and "How Man Learned to
Fly" illustrations. One is up to
$30,000.
9pm Devil's Fire (JMCO)
10:30pm POV
Winter's Yearning
In Maniitsoq, Greenland, the
US aluminum giant Alcoa
Corporation has been
planning to build a smelting
plant for years. With the
promise of economic renewal,
Winter's Yearning follows the
lives of the area's loyal aging
population and its stymied
youth. Pictured against
immense, isolating
landscapes, the people await
their plant and with it, the
nation's possible first step
towards sovereignty.
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 17
12:30am History with David
Rubenstein
Jia Lynn Yang
Jia Lynn Yang, a deputy
national editor at The New
York Times, discusses how
lawmakers, activists, and
presidents worked to undo the
damage of the 1920s and
establish a new fairer equality

in the American immigration
system. Framing the narrative
with her family's own
immigration story, she
uncovers just how much
American immigration
transformed during the
twentieth century.

26 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots
Science Pioneers
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. traces
the family trees of Francis
Collins, Shirley Ann Jackson
and Harold Varmus, three
pioneering scientists who've
made dramatic contributions
to our understanding of the
world while knowing little
about their own ancestry.
9pm America Outdoors with
Baratunde Thurston
Appalachia: A Different Way
Baratunde meets the people
of Appalachia who are driving
a revolution in how we see
and interact with nature. Meet
a record-breaking hiker,
former coal miners raising
bees, and activists working to
make the outdoors accessible
to everyone.
10pm Frontline
TBA
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 18
12am BBC World News
12:30am Getting Dot Older
Host Roberto Mighty
interviews Baby Boomers and
invites viewer participation.
We meet Yulan, the language
teacher; Dianne, the archer
prt2; Orin & Bernardo, from
Hollywood; Inderpreet, the IT

Director; Guest Expert: Dr.
Walter Willet, Harvard
Nutritionist.

27 Wednesday

8pm The Green Planet
Desert Worlds
Sir David Attenborough
explores the hostile world of
the desert, where plants can
spend decades waiting for
rain or travel to find it.
Survival tactics include using
weapons, camouflage and
forming surprising alliances
with animals.
9pm Nova
NOVA Universe Revealed:
Alien Worlds
10pm Expedition with Steve
Backshall
Gabon: Expedition Jungle
Paradise
Travel to the Moukalaba
Doudou National Park with
Steve, whose mission is to
explore what animals are in
the jungle beyond. Steve and
his team hope to discover if
this jungle could be home to
an undiscovered population of
chimpanzees.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 19
12am BBC World News
12:30am Articulate with Jim
Cotter
Self, Aside
STEPHANIE BLYTHE:
UNCAGED Stephanie Blythe
was one of the fastest rising
stars in opera when an
anxiety disorder threatened to
take her down. But she
refused to let it be her
undoing. DIANA AL-HADID:

EXCAVATING THE MUSE
The story of Gradiva- a
sculpture that came to life
captured public imagination at
the start of the 20th century.
Today, the artist Diana AlHadid has resurrected her.
(WHAT'S SO FUNNY
ABOUT) NICK LOWE? As a
young singer-songwriter, Nick
Lowe was preoccupied with
looking cool and getting
famous. But, as Tori
Marchiony reports, he didn't
REALLY find his groove until
he dropped the act.

28 Thursday

8pm As Time Goes By
Lionel is more scared of being
"shot" for his book cover than
he was of being shot during
the Korean War. While Jean
at first declines to accompany
his to the studio, she later
decides to join him and is
amused at the photographer's
tricks.
8:30pm As Time Goes By
Judy leaves home so that her
mother and Lionel can have
the house to themselves for
the weekend. This leaves
Jean with misgivings since
everything is so set up.
Lionel sees his book cover
photograph and pronounces it
"...vaguely pornographic."
9pm Packed to the Rafters
It's My Party
Dave is determined to give
Ben and Melissa the
engagement party that he and
Julie never had. But his focus
is sidetracked by the
accidental discovery that
Chel's increasingly regular

hospital visits are in fact to the
renal ward.
10pm Broadchurch
Episode 7
Time is running out to solve
Danny's murder - will the
discovery of a vital clue finally
unlock the case? Meanwhile,
Beth and Mark take an
important step in moving on
with their lives.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 20
12am BBC World News
12:30am Tell Me More with
Kelly Corrigan
Steve Kerr

29 Friday

8pm Washington Week
Episode 5
8:30pm Expressions
(WSKG)
Joe Crookston
9pm The Great American
Recipe
Mix It Up
Watch what happens when
the five remaining cooks have
to swap recipes and prepare
each other's dishes. Then,
each must wow the judges
with an original fusion dish
that represents their own
uniquely American story.
10pm American Anthems
What You're Here For
Singer Ruston Kelly meets
Melissa Smith, who runs a
performing arts program
supporting intellectually
disabled adults. Bonding over
their pasts, Ruston writes a
ballad celebrating Melissa's
work and the good we can do
when we realize our purpose.

10:30pm Antiques
Roadshow Recut
Crocker Art Museum, Part 2
See stunning Sacramento
finds appraised at Crocker Art
Museum in this half hour
RECUT, including a Kamaka
pineapple ukulele, a 1955
Kezar Stadium 49ers ticket
sign, and a signed Joe
DiMaggio game-used bat.
Which is valued up to
$125,000?
11pm Amanpour and
Company
Episode 21
12am BBC World News
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover
Episode 5

30 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
A Dying Art
Art comes to the picturesque
Midsomer village of Angel's
Rise with the opening of a
new Sculpture Park. But when
its launch is marred by
murder, DCI Barnaby and DS
Nelson have to get creative to
crack a case where art
imitates death, and everything
has a deeper meaning. Guest
Star Denis Lill (Rumpole of
the Bailey).
9pm Father Brown
The Children of Kalon
Gerald Firth beseeches
Father Brown to speak on his
behalf at his parole hearing.
Father Brown secures his
release but is shocked when
Gerald returns to rejoin The
Church of Apollo now run by
his disciple Tobias. Tobias'
partner, Thelma, is unhappy

to have Kalon back as she
remembers Kalon's past
actions with the girls of the
church and she has a
daughter, Clara. When
Thelma is found dead in
Kalon's locked room Inspector
Mallory arrests Firth. Father
Brown believes Firth is
innocent even though Clara
had written to him in prison,
and delves into the various
relationships at the church but to solve the crime, he has
to fish in murky waters..
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites
Guest Star: Glen Campbell.
Highlights include Tim
Conway as a doctor who has
a reaction to the swine flu
vaccine; Carol and Glen
reproduce the amorous pose
from the "A Star is Born"
album cover; a well-dressed
couple (Harvey, Vicki) in an
elevator engage in an
impromptu tango. Glen
performs "Southern Nights",
duets with Carol on "Walk
Right In" and "Wichita
Lineman," and performs
"Classical Gas"/ "I Got
Rhythm"/ "Baby Face"/
"Sugarfoot Rag" with help
from the dancers. Carol
performs "You Made Me Love
You" with a Bea Arthur
lookalike from the audience.
11pm The Cafe
Mum's The Word
11:30pm Austin City Limits
John Legend & The Roots:
Wake Up!
Savor a special encore of
protest soul classics from

John Legend & the Roots'
Grammy-winning LP Wake
Up! Originally broadcast in
2011, the hour-long episode
features "Wake Up
Everybody," "Compared to
What" and "Ordinary People."
12:30am Poetry In America
Cascadilla Falls

31 Sunday

8pm Elizabeth and Philip:
Love and Duty
As Her Majesty The Queen
mourns the loss of His Royal
Highness The Duke of
Edinburgh, this compelling
documentary revisits
remarkable events from their
long and loving marriage and
explores its significance to a
nation. Every step of their life
together was played out in
public and, for over 70 years,
the couple played a crucial
role in the enduring popularity
of the monarchy. Elizabeth
and Philip: Love and Duty
looks at a partnership built on
the strong foundations of
mutual respect, a shared
sense of humour and a
dedication to duty. We hear
from contributors ranging from
personal friends to royal
watchers and from those
involved in pivotal moments
and milestones in their
married life. From their
fairytale wedding in 1947, in
the spectacular surroundings
of Westminster Abbey,
Elizabeth and her prince
captured the imagination of a
nation. Their long marriage
was a powerful symbol of
durability and strength rooted

in the values of an earlier age.
Philip was both her husband
and the man who swore to
serve his Queen until the day
he died. The programme
explores how the Duke
dedicated himself to this
unique role and helped the
Queen steer Britain through
decades of change.
9pm Grantchester On
Masterpiece
Season 7, Episode 4
A member of Will's own
congregation is found
murdered just before a church
fundraising event. It quickly
becomes clear that the victim
was not quite the upstanding
member of the community
Will believed him to have
been.
10pm Cobra
Episode 4
As questions are asked about
the Prime Minister's personal
life, Anna seeks the help of
intelligence chief Eleanor
James. A new threat rears its
head as public sentiment
grows ever turbulent.
11pm Queen and Her Prime
Ministers
Using archive footage and
personal accounts, THE
QUEEN AND HER PRIME
MINISTERS shows how the
Queen has accompanied her
prime ministers through their
time in office. Much has
changed in Britain during the
last 70 years, but there is one
constant - governments come
and go, but the Queen
remains.
12am In Their Own Words

Queen Elizabeth II
Follow Queen Elizabeth II's
remarkable life, from her
youth to her uncle's
abdication, her father's
coronation as King George VI,
her experience during World
War II, her sudden ascension
to the throne and her eventful
reign of more than 60 years.

